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In 1927 Walter Gropius developed a “Proposal for a total theatre,” aiming to create
a structure to accommodate innovative
multi-media performances. The boundaries between the stage and seating area
were to be fluid, introducing a new spatial
concept integrating the audience and the
performers in a synthesis of acting,
dance, acrobatics, moving images, forms
and colours. The pace and technological
aspects of modern cities and the fervent
experiences of popular entertainment all
come into play.
Festival S t a g e To t a l revisits these ideas and visions. The festival asks how the
stage experiments largely developed by
architects and visual artists at the historical Bauhaus can be adapted today. Possible paths are offered at the festival in
the form of proposals by an international
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group of performers, choreographers, musicians and artists, architects and designers as well as lecturers and students from
international universities through engaging
installations, presentations, performances
and workshops. The activities they have
envisioned provide an array of opportunities for experiences and discussions, including motion games, formal, spatial and
colour experiments — and a lot of fun.
The festival furthers the original goal of
Bauhaus to understand and use the stage
as a venue and medium for creative and
technical experiments for uniting the
arts and learning in a playful, exploratory
manner.
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Total Abundance ?
Are the latest technologies for presenting images, sound and movement capable of making theatre
productions more intensive experiences than in the past? How can
theatre create a space in which the
confusing, non-coincidental simultaneities of modern life can be artfully modeled and negotiated? How
do digital virtual realities and digital
images permeating actual reality
alter or expand the imagination?
Total Formality ?
Following Richard Wagners u
 topia
of the Gesamtkunstwerk, Wassily
Kandinsky was convinced that
weaving music into all the arts
would result in innovative, abstract,
elementary and universally understandable designs with synesthetic
impacts. Do such dreams of a
global language of images still inspire artists and designers today?
What can be done today using
Kandinsky’s ideas for abstract
stage syntheses of resonating colours, words, colourful sounds and
movement?
Total Space ?
Oskar Schlemmer’s costumed
dance figures were a series of
body experiments, both influenced
by and at the same time producing
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their environment while acting out
performances. The geometric, abstract codes of architectural spatial production and physical experience were united in thought expressed as dance. What kind of
physical exercises do designers
need today? How can such ideas
be discussed in a transmissible
way? Where is the discovery and
understanding of forms and spaces developed through dance?

Total Education ?
How can children and teenagers
independently and individually explore the historical experiments of
the Bauhaus stage? Which perspectives on and of the Bauhaus
do they find interesting? Which
Bauhaus ideas and projects would
they like to explore? The Dessau
Bauhaus Agents, artists and pedagogues of Dessau conducted contemporary research with school
pupils and together based on their
Total Get-Together ?
findings developed stage projects,
Bauhaus members presented
performances, interventions in urthemselves at the Bauhaus Festi- ban space, stage workshops and
vals as an avant-garde community a video dance project.
of people living and working together to develop themselves as
Total Talk ?
so-called New Humans. They
What experiences can be created
created a space for experimenting through contemporary projects on
with new experiences in self-confi- the Bauhaus stage and what disdently and joyfully presenting their coveries await? What was the intransformation into New Humans spiration and motivation behind
projects presented at the Festival
and highlighting their essential
otherness. Do humans still harbor Stage Total? What recent research
hopes of conveying their transfor- is available on Bauhaus stage exmation or evolution in a celebrato- periments? These and similar
ry and unique way? How can a
questions will be explored in panel
festival bring people together and discussions with project designers
playfully yet clearly eliminate the
and experts at the festival forum at
differences among them without
Rita McBride’s A r e n a in the Bauhaus Museum.
definitions or determinations?
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Wed, 11 Sept, 4 pm – midnight
Thurs – Sat, 12 – 14 Sept, 10 am – midnight
Sun, 15 Sept, 10 am – 6 pm
¶ Installation ¶
“Das Totale Tanztheater” and
“Das Totale Tanztheater 360° ”
Experience dance in a virtual world with
virtual dancing c reatures. Inspired by
Oskar S
 chlemmer’s stage experiments
and Walter Gropius’ ideas on a total
theatre.
–> Bauhaus Museum
Dessau, foyer
“Das Totale Tanztheater” is funded by the
“Fonds Bauhaus heute” of the Kulturstiftung
des Bundes and the Medienboard
Berlin-Brandenburg.

all
days

¶ Installation ¶
Joschmi‘s Connecting Pieces
Sculptural highlights for the venues of the festival and urban
spaces in-between. Inspired
by typographical and sculptural
concepts of Bauhaus master
Joost Schmidt.
w/ Anhalt University of Applied
Sciences Dessau, visual design
and graphic design class led by
Brigitte Hartwig
–> Dessau-Roßlau, Bauhaus
Museum Dessau, Anhaltisches
Theater Dessau, Bauhaus
Building, Masters’ Houses

Wed 4 pm – midnight
Thurs – Sat 10 am – midnight
Sun 10 am – 6 pm
¶ Installation ¶
“Das Totale Tanztheater” and
“Das Totale Tanztheater 360°”
Experience dance in a virtual
world with virtual dancing creatures. Inspired by Oskar Schlemmer’s stage experiments and
Walter Gropius’ ideas on a total
theatre.
w/ Interactive Media Foundation,
Richard Siegal [ choreography ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
foyer

Wed 4 pm – midnight
Thurs – Sat 10 am – midnight
Sun 10 am – 6 pm
¶ Installation ¶
Arena
A functional sculpture that can
be occupied and delineates a
special forum in the space of the
Open Stage.
w/ Rita McBride [ Los Angeles,
Düsseldorf ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
foyer

Thurs – Sat 10 am – midnight
Sun 10 am – midnight
¶ Installation ¶
Oskar remixed
Video sequences that address
the various motion options afforded by costumes and masks.
w/ Pupils from Grundschule
Ziebigk, Sekundarschule Kreuzberge, Friedensschule and
Gymnasium Philanthropinum in
collaboration with Katja Schröpfer,
Kerstin Dathe, Franziska Bilharz,
Kathrin Zickler [ costume and
mask making ], Ruben Reniers
[ choreography ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Studio Total
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Wed 2 pm – midnight
Thurs – Sat 10 am – midnight
Sun 10 am – 2 pm
¶ Installation ¶
Play, Life, Illusion
Arena Extensions Performance
installation devoted to Xanti
Schawinsky featuring scenes
from the “Spectrodramas” (1936)
reinterpreted differently each day.
w/ Camberwell College of Fine
Arts, University of the Arts
London, Sarah Kate W
 ilson,
Matthew Draper, Juan Bolivar,
Daniel Sturgis [ direction ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
Wed 8 pm – 11 pm
Thurs – Sat 10 am – 11 pm
Sun 10 am – 2 pm
¶ Installation ¶
Photo Gymnastics
Visitors have their photos taken
as “dancer figures” and warm up
with Bauhaus gymnastics for a
performance that is as eccentric
as possible.
w/ Marcus Nebe, Lena Held,
Timo Herbst, Linda Pense, and
others
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Studio Total
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Wed 7 pm – midnight
¶ Installation ¶
Overhead projection
w/ Theater Anu
–> Bauhaus Building,
Studio building staircase
Wed–Fri 10 pm – midnight
! ! ! Party ! ! !
London Calling Disco
Arena Extensions In keeping
with the topic of the day, “Music
from 100 Years.” Air guitar, partying and dancing.
w/ DJ Malevich and Friends,
Camberwell College of the Arts
London
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
Wed 4 pm – 8 pm
Thu – Sat 10 am – midnight
Sun 10 am – 6 pm
{ Staging }
OFF/ON SCRIPT STAGE
Walk-in / walk-off readings for
performances in which the audience determines the reading sequence and dramaturgy of the
script unfolding in the room.
w/ Students of typography and
editorial design under Prof.
Ludovic Balland, Academy
of visual Arts Leipzig
–> Bauhaus Building,
room 1.20, E.20

Wed 4–8 pm
Tue–Fr 10 am – midnight
Sat 10 am – midnight
Sun 10 am – 6 pm
¶ Installation ¶
Anspannung
artictic research about the chair
c h a i s e s a n d o w s and strain
as principle
w/ Tobias Klett, Klasse für Typografie und Editorial Design of
Prof. Ludovic Balland, academy
of Vidual arts Leipzig
–> Bauhaus Building,
room 1.47
Wed 4 – 8 pm
Thurs – Sat 10 am – midnight
Sun 10 am – 8 pm
¶ Installation ¶
Systemgarderobe
w/ Linda Werner, Akademie für
Bildende Künste Nürnberg
–> Bauhaus Building,
room E.20
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Thurs – Fri 2 pm – 8 pm hourly
Sat – Sun 11 am – 8 pm hourly
Tour :-)
Historic Trip in Volkswagen
Bulli van
A tour in an original VW Bulli T1
exploring the history of the Bauhaus in Dessau.
w/ Autohaus Heise in cooperation with Glathe Otto Taxi GmbH
Tickets: EUR 5 per person/trip
Capacity: 5 – 6 passengers
–> Starting point: Gropiusallee
opposite the Bauhaus Building
Route: Bauhaus Building >
Masters’ Houses > Kornhaus >
Bauhaus Museum Dessau >
Bauhaus Building
Thurs – Fri 3 pm, 5 pm
Sat 11 am, 3 pm, 6 pm
Sun 11 am, 2 pm
»!« Talk »!«
Artist Talks
Arena Extensions A conversation with the players of the Festival S t a g e To t a l .
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena

Wed, 11. Sept, 8 pm
{ Staging }
Geometric Ballet
Arena Extensions Dance
sculptures by Ursula Sax
inspired b
 y Oskar Schlemmer
choreographed by Katja Erfurth
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena

Wed,
11
Sept
2019

Festival start
Welcome

8 pm
{ Staging }
Geometric Ballet
6 pm – 8 pm
Arena Extensions Sculpting as
⁂ Performance ⁂
the foundation for a play. Dance
possibly endless
sculptures by Ursula Sax inspired
Arena Extensions Choreograby Oskar Schlemmer’s “Triadic
Ballet”.
phers and architects move in
Tickets: EUR 5 per person
endlessly variable motion systems creating a totality of motion w/ tristan Production | Managethat dissolves the spatial bounment | Event Dresden in coopedaries between those performing ration with HELLERAU – Euroand those observing.
pean Centre for the Arts, initiated
w/ Students of the Palucca
by Semjon H. N. S
 emjon,
University of Dance Dresden and Semjon Contemporary, Katja
Dresden University of Applied
Erfurth [ choreography ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Sciences, Katharina Christl
[ direction ], sounds Shintaro Imai Arena
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Supported by the Saxon State
Arena
Ministry of the Interior and the
Kulturstiftung Sachsen, as well
as the state capital Dresden,
Office for Culture and monument
protection and the crowdfunding-campaign for the manufacture of the copies of the dance
sculptures.
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Thurs–Sun, 12–15 Sept.
2.30 pm, 5 pm, 8 pm
⁂ AR-Performance ⁂
„Der Verrat der Bilder –
La trahison des images“
Augmented reality project to
mark the Bauhaus centenary.
Raises questions about the
credibility of imagery and
the depth and blind spots of
what is told.
–> Muche/Schlemmer House

Thurs,
12
Sept
2019

10 – 11 am
{ Staging }
dreams of the future: A Bauhaus
Revue for Young People
Premiere Musical-scenic collage
with choir, live music and dance.
Young people and the reality of
their lives encounter the Bauhaus
and the philosophy of its masters. Public dress rehearsal:
Wed, 11 Sept, 10 am
w/ Sofia Borges [ composition ],
Andreas Hillger, Silke Wallstein
[ dialogues ] Beatrix Hilgenhof
[ chorus ] Sebastian Mitrenga
[ band ] Gabriella Gilardi [ choreography ], Katja Schröpfer
[ costumes ], Nicole Bergmann
[ stage ], Silke Wallstein [ director,
project management ], pupils
from the Liborius and Philanthropinum Senior High Schools
–> Bauhaus Building,
stage
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1.30 – 1.45 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Youth TOTAL
Premiere New youth encounters
old youth. Pupils reenact scenes
of friendship and the parties of
the Bauhaus members documented in photographs.
Public dress rehearsal:
Wed, 11 Sept, 1.30 pm;
additional performance:
Fri 13 Sept, 1.30 pm
w/ Eva Plischke, Lior Pinsky,
pupils from Friedensschule
Dessau
–> Dessau central station,
forecourt
2 – 2.15 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Figure TOTAL
Premiere Young people move
through urban spaces dressed in
outsized, Bauhaus-like costumes.
Public dress rehearsal:
Wed, 11 Sept, 2 pm;
additional performance:
Fri, 13 Sept, 2 pm
w/ Kerstin Dathe, Shady Francis
Majlaton, pupils of Friedens
schule Dessau
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
outdoors [ city park side ]

Thurs – Sun
2.30 pm, 5 pm, 8 pm
⁂ AR-Performance ⁂
„Der Verrat der Bilder –
La trahison des images“
Augmented reality project to
mark the Bauhaus centenary.
Raises questions about the credibility of imagery and the depth
and blind spots of what is told.
Tickets: EUR 18 / concessionary
EUR 14. Advance sales at Bauhaus Dessau Foundation
w/ Nico and the Navigators,
Oliver Proske [ AR concept ],
Nicola Hümpel [ direction ],
Andreas Hillger [ concept,
dramaturgy ]
–> Muche/Schlemmer House
Other Dates after the Festival
19 – 21 Sept
2, 5, 8 pm
¤ summer garden ¤
„Hous Kandinsky/Klee –
The Artist Garden“
4 forms from the Bauhaus style
w/ FH Sachsen-Anhalt Design
Prof. Uwe Gellert, students:
Shu -Han Yang, Ponjira
Jirawechkigkul, Manuel
Lukas, Luana de Almeida
–> Masters‘ Houses, garden
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4 – 5 pm
⁂ Lecture Performance ⁂
exploring the motion space
Students’ bodies brought to bear
as the primary means of experiencing space as part of the
education received in architecture and design studies. Insights
into scientific methods and fundamentals.
w/ “Exploring the Motion Space”
emerged from a working group
of the Cluster of Excellence Bild
Wissen Gestaltung at Hermann
von Helmholtz-Zentrum für
Kulturtechnik, Humboldt Uni
versity Berlin: Mary Copple,
Michael Friedman, Sabine
Hansmann, Joachim Krausse,
Friederike Schäfer
–> Bauhaus Building, stage
6 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
CMD+N: GRAPHIC STAGE.indd
Movements in digital, graphic
designs translated into the
space of the stage to explore,
discover and reflect on them.
Tickets: EUR 5
w/ Zora Asse [ concept and direction ], Students of typography
and editorial design under Prof.
Ludovic Balland, Academy of
Fine Arts Leipzig, Rieke Bogena, Marie Deuflhardt, Timm
Henger, Miriam Jehle, Laila Uhl

–> Bauhaus Building, stage
6 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Figural Space Cabinet –
Xiang Peng
Arena Extensions Physical and
spatial approaches of traditional
Chinese theater reexamined and
tested from the perspective of
abstract Bauhaus stage.
Tickets: EUR 5
w/ China Academy of Art
Hangzhou, Zhenghang Hu,
Torsten Blume [ direction ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
7.30 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Fractals
Prolog to the dance performance “Futura.” Motion studies,
inspired by exercises at the New
Bauhaus in Chicago.
w/ Institute of Design, Illinois
Institute of Technology Chicago
–> Bauhaus Building, stage
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8 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Futura
The stage as an exploratory
space. Dance performance and
a collage of movement comprising constantly new images and
atmospheres expressed in
dance.
Tickets: EUR 5
w/ Jedwig Dances Chicago, Jan
Bartoszek [ choreography ],
Maray Gutierrez [ assistence ],
Jacob Buerger, Jessie Gutierrez,
Maray Gutierrez, Rigoberto
Fernandez Saura, Olivia Gonzalez, Jesse Hoisington, Oksana
Kuzma, Taimy Ramos [ dance ],
Richard Woodbury [ music ],
Sarah Espinoza [ sound ], Sanja
Manakoski [ costumes ], Reese
Murdock, O’Connor Hartnett,
Kirill Mazor, Jason White [ video ]
gefördert von: MidAtlantic Arts,
USArtists International, National
Endowment for the Arts, Mellon
Foundation, MacArthur
Foundation, Driehaus Foundation, 3Arts, High Concept Labs,
Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley
Foundation, Illinois Arts Council
Agency, Bloomberg Philanthropies, Chicago Dancemakers,
Hyman and Shirley Hill Charitable Foundation
–> Bauhaus Building,
stage

Fri, 13 Sept 2019, 7.30 pm
{ Stage }
VIOLETT
World premiere Stage composition by Wassily Kandinsky and
music by Ali N. Askin. The
Anhaltisches Theater Dessau
will premiere the ideas of two
Bauhaus masters together —
V i o l e t t , by Wassily K
 andinsky,
and Tot a l T h e ate r, by Walter
Gropius — some 100 years after
they were created.
Tickets: purchase from
Anhaltisches Theater Dessau
Additional performances:
Sat, 14 Sept, 4 pm and 8 pm;
Sun, 15 Sept, 3 pm and 7 pm
–> Anhaltisches Theater
Dessau, stage

Fri,
13
Sept
2019

12.30 – 12.45 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
B-A-U-Haus TOTAL
Premiere A choreography turns
into a flash mob. The dance is
based on the composition of the
song “B-A-U Haus” from
the performance “Dreams of the
future. A Bauhaus Revue for
Young People.”
w/ Gabriella Gilardi [ choreography, rehearsals ], Silke Wallstein,
students of Liborius-Gymnasium
and Friedensschule
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
outdoors [ fountain side ]

5 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Graphic – Plastic – Cosmic.
Pantomime in Glass
Arena Extensions A performance played out by moving
costumed figures wearing transparent helmets who initially
move only slightly and then
more and more expansively, like
moving space sculptures, to finally form a “glass architecture.”
Additional date: Sat 4 pm
w/ Kuwasawa Design School
Tokyo, Asuka K
 awabata, Torsten
Blume [ direction ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
6 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Figural Space Cabinet –
Xiang Peng
Arena Extensions Physical and
spatial approaches of traditional
Chinese theater reexamined and
tested from the perspective of
abstract Bauhaus stage.
Tickets: EUR 5
w/ China Academy of Art
Hangzhou, Zhenghang Hu,
Torsten Blume [ direction ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
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7 pm, 9 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Formal sport
Arena Extensions A geometric
dance performance based
loosely on “Mechanical Ballet”
(1923), by Kurt Schmidt (1901–
1991)
Tickets: EUR 5
w/ Bauhaus University Weimar
in cooperation with Kunstverein
Gera and Thüringisches Staatstheater Gera and Altenburg,
Torsten Blume [ production ],
David Bloom, K
 atherine Evans,
Julek Kreuzer [ dance ] Charlotte
Arendt, Felix Brieden, Ulysee
Fontaine, Felix Heimbach,
Isabell Kloss, Amelia Krebs,
Julia Mayer, Claire M
 üller, Sonja
Wendelken [ Dance, Prolog, students of the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar ] Burkhard Schlothauer [Komposition, Music ],
Matthias von Hintzenstern,
Ulrich Phillipp [ Music ] David
Leroy [ Video ] Luise Nehrlich,
Claudia Tittel [ project direction
Bauhaus Open Stage Weimar ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
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7.30 pm
{ Stage }
VIOLETT
World premiere Stage composition by Wassily Kandinsky and
music by Ali N. Askin. The Anhaltisches Theater Dessau will
premiere the ideas of two Bauhaus masters together — V i o l e t t , by Wassily Kandinsky, and
To t a l T h e a t e r, by Walter Gropius — some 100 years after
they were created.
Tickets: purchase from Anhaltisches Theater Dessau
Additional performances:
Sat, 14 Sept, 4 pm and 8 pm;
Sun, 15 Sept, 3 pm and 7 pm
w/ Anhaltisches Theater
Dessau, Sebastian Kenner
knecht [ musical production ],
Arila S
 iegert [ production and
choreography ]
–> Anhaltisches Theater
Dessau, arena stage

Stage composition VIOLETT
is funded by:

Closed events of the B
 auhaus
Agenten programme:
9 am
The sound of patterns
image sound workshop
Carpet patterns by Margaretha
Reichardt turn into sounds.
w/ Benjamin Stache with primary
school students from Dessau
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
workshop space
10.30 Uhr
Dance Geometry
Bauhaus dance workshop
Creating various choreographies
with choreography cards.
w/ Gabriella Gilardi, Maayan Gur
with primary school students
from Dessau
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
workshop space
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Thurs, 12 Sept 8 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Futura
The stage as an exploratory
space. Dance performance and a
collage of movement comprising
constantly new images and atmospheres expressed in dance.
–> Bauhaus Building,
stage

Sat,
14
Sept
2019

4 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Graphic – Plastic – Cosmic.
Pantomime in Glass
A performance played out by
moving costumed figures wearing transparent.
w/ Kuwasawa Design School
Tokyo
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
studio stage
5 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Signatures
Arena Extensions Investigation
of the dance figures and costume concepts of the historic
Bauhaus theater.
w/ Hannover University,
Sylvia Bossenz, Carsten Brehm
[ direction ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
6 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Myth in Motion
Celtic symbols in a playful, exploratory manner as algorithms.
w/ Crawford College, Cork Institute of Design, Colette Nolan,
Padraig Spillane [ direction ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
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Sat 7 pm
Sun 3 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
“Bodies and Structure”
Arena Extensions Bodies not
only encounter each other, but
also the monumental and functional sculpture A r e n a , by Rita
McBride. An organism of bodies
and structure unfold, untiring and
transient, fragile and resilient.
Tickets: EUR 5
w/ Alexandra Waierstall [ choreography ], Rita McBride [ artistic
collaboration ], Olivia Ancona,
Damien Fournier, Scott Jennings,
Georgios Kotsifakis, Harry
Koushos, Bandi Meszerics,
Ioanna Paraskevopoulou, Eftychia
Stefanou, Karolina Szymura, Ying
Yun Chen [ performance ], Judith
Jaeger [management ];
Sat 7 pm: Harry Koushos, [ solo
performance ]; Sun 3 pm: tanzhaus nrw [ Koproduktion ]
–> Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
Arena
Funded by: Ministry for Culture
and Science of the State of
NRW, Office of Culture of the
state capital Düsseldorf, Funds
Representatives Arts from the
funds of the commissioners of
the Federal Government for Culture and Media, Kunststiftung
NRW, Kunsthalle Mannheim

Bauhaus }}}
Festival Pro{ gramme }}
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Fri –
Sat,
13–14
Sept

Thurs 10 pm – 11 pm
Fri 9 pm – midnight
Sat 9 pm – 1 am
¶ Installation/Performance ¶
Giant Kaleidoscope
A giant kaleidoscope of metal
mirrors allows 50 people to look
into it simultaneously. On Saturday, the mirrors merge with a
water world of several hundred
lenses.
w/ Theater Anu, Tim Engemann,
Janna Schimka [ performers ],
Bille Behr [ direction and choreography ]
–> Bauhaus Building,
room 1.22

Thurs, Fri 9 pm – midnight
Sat 8.30 pm, 11 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
Dancer woman in
physical space
The stream of life in defined
spaces. Lines of light immersed
in water outlining geometrical
shapes in which a woman
moves.
w/ Theater Anu, Helena Aljona
Kühn [ performers ], Stefan Behr
[ installation ], Bille Behr
[ choreography ], Philipp Geist,
Lukas Schöner [ music ]
–> Bauhaus Building,
courtyard lawn

Thurs 8.30 pm – midnight
Fri 8.30 pm – midnight
Sat 8.30 pm – 2 am
<< Video projection >>
Light. Facade. Man.
Light projections on the facade
of the Bauhaus Building as an
icon of modernism and experienced as a vibrant building.
w/ Philipp Geist
–> Bauhaus Building, facade

Fri 8 pm – midnight
Sat 7 pm – 2 am
¿ Exhibition ¿
Performative Matter
Changeable surfaces inspired
by the ripening process of the
magnolia fruit and lunaria and
colour effects derived from the
iridescence of peacock feathers.
w/ Weissensee Academy of Art
Berlin
–> Bauhaus Building,
room 2.30
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Fri 8.30 pm – 10 pm,
10.30 pm – midnight
Sat 9 pm – 10.30 pm,
11 pm – 12.30 am, 1 am – 2 am
⁂ Performance ⁂
Perpetuum mobile
Lecture performance in connection with Paul Scheerbart. Brilliant
play of light and shadow conjuring
the craziness of an ever-fast“„Ellen Auerbach, Fotografin“
er-turning machine.
[ “Ellen Auerbach, Photograw/ Theater Anu, Markus Moiser
[ performer ], Stefan Behr, Bille
pher” ] – documentary film by
Antonia Lerch [ ARTE/ZDF 1993 ] Behr [ production ]
–> Bauhaus Building,
“Grete Stern, Photographer”
room 2.20
[ „Grete Stern, Fotografin“ ] –
documentary film by Antonia
Fri 9 pm – midnight
Lerch [ ARTE/ZDF 1993 ]
Sat 9 pm, 11.30 pm
( ( Music ) )
“Ilse Bing, Photographer” [ „Ilse
Concert for closed ears
Bing, Fotografin“ ] – documenta- How is sound transmitted? What
ry film by Antonia Lerch [ ARTE/ sounds are produced by everyday
objects? Fifty people connected
ZDF 1993 ]
to one another via a curious musi–> Bauhaus Building,
cal apparatus find out.
w/ Theater Anu, Stefan Emde
glass room
[ musicians ], Stefan Behr [ producFri 9 pm
tion and musical apparatus ]
( ( Music ) )
–> Bauhaus Building,
DJ La Pfusch
bridge
Beat-heavy for the dancing leg
and hip Zippen bob enormously.
–> Bauhaus Building,
Café Bistro, souterrain

Fri, Sat 9.30 pm, 11 pm
Sat 9.45 pm, 11.30 pm,
12.15 am, 1 am
<< Video projection >>
“on the brink”
A composition of aerial acrobatics, juggling, object manipulation, video projections and architecture. A contemporary circus
performance.
w/ Atemzug e. V., Philipp Geist
–> Bauhaus Building,
outdoor area, studio building
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Fri 8 pm – midnight
Sat 7 pm – 2 am
► Film ►
ARTE presents
“The Permanent Experiment:
László Moholy-Nagy and the
Bauhaus” – documentary film by
Jens Schmohl, [ ARTE/BR
1996 ]

Fri 8 pm, 8.30 pm
Sat 7 pm, 7.30 pm, 8 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
“chamber suits”
Discover the New Circus in the
Bauhaus on a guided tour of the
performance level of the studio
building.
Duration: approx. 30 mins.
Capacity: 15 people
Meeting time and place: 10 minutes before the scheduled start
at the entry stairs to the studio
building
w/ Cox Ahlers,
Jenny Patschovsky
–> Bauhaus Building,
studio building

Fri 8.30 pm, 10 pm, 11.15 pm
Sat 7 pm, 8.15 pm, 9.30 pm
⁂ Performance ⁂
“to the point”
International circus students explore the topics and visions of
Bauhaus through the disciplines
of acrobatics, object manipulation
and balancing acts.
w/ School for Performance and
Visual Arts Berlin, School of
Dance and Circus / Stockholm
University of the Arts, Codarts
Rotterdam, Cox Ahlers, Jenny
Patschovsky, Benjamin Richter
–> Bauhaus Building,
stage
Fri 8 pm, 10 pm
Sat 7 pm, 9 pm, 11 pm, 1 am
″”″ Puppetry ″”″
“AT: Amor Vati”
Individual projects on the options
or death, conflict involving things
and people and doubts about finding a meaning in things.
w/ Matthias Redekop, Hochschule
für Schauspielkunst “Ernst Busch”
Berlin, Puppetry Department
–> Bauhaus Building,
room S. 41, basement level
north wing

Fri 8 pm, 11 pm
Sat 7 pm, 10 pm
″”″ Puppetry ″”″
Dada Dessau
Dessauweia. Dada is dead.
Kaspar is dead. Performances
to resuscitate them.
w/ Seth Tietze, Svea Schiedung
–> Bauhaus Building,
room 2.47
Fri 9–11 pm
Sat 8–10 pm, 11 pm – 1 am
″”″ Puppetry ″”″
STRINGS
A puppet suspended at the
center of this installation hopes
to be brought to life through human interaction.
w/ Friederike Förster, Paul
Hentze, Moritz Schaller
–> Bauhaus Building,
room 1.47, north wing
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Fri 8 pm, 9.30 pm
Sat 11.45 pm, 12.30 am
( ( Music ) )
TempoTempo I, II
BauhausJazzSummit: Unusual
sounds from self-made instruments inspired by the “crossover
music” of the Bauhaus orchestra.
No pre-produced tracks, 100%
live.
w/ Ann Weller, Fabian Sackis,
Johannes Marx
–> Bauhaus Building,
outdoor stage, beneath
the bridge
Sat 7 pm
( ( Music ) )
Big Band Concert
Famous big band songs and Bauhaus compositions commissioned
for the centenary year.
w/ Saxony-Anhalt Youth Jazz
Orchestra, State Youth Big Band
Thüringen
–> Bauhaus Building,
outdoor stage, beneath the
bridge
Sat 8 pm
( ( Music ) )
Koza Mostra
Rock, Balkan, punk music and
rebetiko.
w/ Koza Mostra
–> Bauhaus Building,
café bistro, basement level

Sat 9 pm, 10.30 pm
( ( Music ) )
Junior Jazz Orchestra
BauhausJazzSummit: Program
reflecting the experiments of the
original Bauhaus orchestra, with
self-made instruments.
w/ Big band from the Kurt Weill
Dessau-Roßlau music school.
Lea Tullenaar [ director ]
–> Bauhaus Building,
outdoor stage, beneath the
bridge

Sat 10.30 pm
( ( Music ) )
Bauhaus Revue
Serial sequence of burlesque,
machines, trance in the primary
colours of red, blue and yellow.
Interrupted by a variety of artistic
performances.
w/ frequenzie the borders, The
New Bauhaus Quartet, Kolja
Huneck
–> Bauhaus Building,
stage

Sat 10 pm, 11 pm
( ( Music ) )
free elements
BauhausJazzSummit: Compositions incorporating various
styles, e.g. jazz, pop, folklore,
dada.
w/ Jörg Naumann, Cenk Erbiner,
René Kutschmann, Falk Röske,
Thomas Rüdiger
–> Bauhaus Building,
outdoor stage, beneath the
bridge

Sat 11 pm
( ( Music ) )
HopStopBanda
Booty from folklore music the
world over. Mix of Russian,
Ukrainian, Jewish and Oriental
musical elements enriched with
Latin/Balkan beats.
w/ HopStopBanda
–> Bauhaus Building,
Café Bistro, souterrain
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Fri, 13 Sept, 8.30 pm, 10.30 pm
Sat, 14 Sept, 9 pm, 11 pm, 1 am
⁂ Performance ⁂
Perpetuum mobile.
Virtual game with light
and shadow.
w/ Theater Anu

“Bringing your
entire body to
develop a sense
of space”
Interview
Burghard Duhm +
Torsten Blume
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?:
What is the concept behind the
Festival S t a g e To t a l ?
Burghard Duhm [BD] !:
The stage was an element that
defined the Bauhaus’ programmatic agenda. We want to use
the festival to present the various
facets of the stage, on the one
hand, the different approaches
taken by the Bauhaus Dessau
Foundation today, and on the
other hand, the background of
the Bauhaus. It was by no means
a matter of course for an architecture college to have a stage,
and at the time a very conscious
decision was taken to install a
stage in the Bauhaus Building.

stage. And it was here that students were able to become more
sensitive in their handling of material and space by practicing
special motion exercises.
?:
What exactly was meant by
the term “Bauhaus stage”?

[TB] !:
Primarily, the Bauhaus stage was
a workshop with a clear didactic
mission. Oskar Schlemmer had
taken up Walter Gropius’ idea
that the Bauhaus should redefine
architecture as a spatial art.
Essentially, the stage workshop
was a theatre of form, material
and space in which the designers
developed motion studies. ExperTorsten Blume [TB] ! :
iments were conducted to capture
That said, it was only here in
and present the fluid nature of anDessau that there was a Bauimated space, something that
haus stage. It was quite unique. It was not possible using standard
tools, such as geometry, or sterewas not until the new Bauhaus
was built, i.e., from 1926, that
ometry. The c hallenge was to
there was a dedicated space for bring the entire body to develop a
the stage, for rehearsals, studies different dimension to space and
and above all for presentations
during this endeavour to see oneon the various Bauhaus festive
self as an abstract model.
occasions. It was here that Oskar
Schlemmer was able to develop [BD] !:
the Bauhaus dances that so
The stage was not part of the
shaped the face of the Bauhaus curriculum like the other major
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workshops. The stimulus for it
was provided by architects, designers and other workshops.
Several formats of the festival
take up this aspect of an experimental and didactic space.
?:
Why S t a g e To t a l ?
[TB] !:
In the 1920s Walter Gropius developed his idea of a total theatre. Everything is brought into
play and combined, and the result is an overall fabric that was
described as holistic and total at
the time. This totality and the omnipresence of new mass media,
technology and industry were
highlighted back them. Moreover,
the penetration of the world not
by our own physical presence but
by abstract structures that entail
sets of rules and systems features prominently in the festival
projects.
?:
What role do the spectators
play?
[BD] !:
There are no frontal situations
like you have in a theatre. The
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boundary between stage and auditorium is dissolved in the performances in the Bauhaus Building and the Masters’ Houses.
Visitors can become involved
and immerse themselves in the
action.
?:
What part will Bauhaus Museum
Dessau play in the festival?
[BD] !:
The Bauhaus Museum Dessau
will act as the festival centre, with
the foyer housing the O p e n
S t a g e . The latter was based on
the overall concept of the museum as a contrast to exhibition
space and will be open to the
city. In future it will continue to
form a link between our ideas of
stage work and the image of an
open stage. We will be able to
see how this works out at the
festival.
?:
The festival will not be restricted
to buildings as venues.
[TB] !:
What makes the festival come to
life is not only the venues, but
also the atmosphere of the sur-

rounding places. Visual, three-dimensional eye-catchers will be
installed in the city with works
from the project “Verbindungsstücke” [ Connecting Pieces ]
by the Anhalt University of Applied Sciences. They will not only
link the festival venues but also
make the space in-between a
more interesting place to be.
?:
One high point will be the
B a u h a u s Fe s t i v a l .
[BD] !:
The Bauhaus Festival invites
people to see and experience the
artistic design of festivals and
festivities with fresh eyes. Immersive phenomena will be created
in and around the Bauhaus buildings that undermine our customary modes of perception. The focus will be on buildings as icons
and installation spaces, on performances as crossing the borders between artists, space and
fictional character as well as on
music as an experiment and
means of exploration.
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Burghard Duhm and Torsten
Blume are the artistic directors
of the Festival S t a g e To t a l .
Claudia Laßlop conducted
the interview.

Fe s t i v a l v e n u e s
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Bauhaus Museum Dessau
Architects: Addenda architects
2016–19

Bauhaus Building
Architect: Walter Gropius
1925–26

Masters’ Houses
Architect: Walter Gropius
1925–26

The opening of the Bauhaus Museum Dessau on September 8,
2019, marks a new chapter for
Bauhaus culture in the heart of
Dessau. The young Barcelonabased architecture office addenda architects designed the new
museum, which was built to
mark the 100th anniversary of
the founding of Bauhaus. For the
first time, the collection of the
Bauhaus Dessau Foundation —
its 49,000 objects constituting
the second largest collection on
the Bauhaus worldwide — can
be exhibited in a comprehensive
fashion. On the top floor, the exhibition Versuchsstätte Bauhaus:
The Collection tells the story of
the famous school of design in
Dessau. On the ground floor, the
Open Stage provides a new
space for contemporary artistic
positions and events.

Designed by Walter Gropius and
realized between 1925 and 1926,
the Bauhaus Building was intended to embody the Bauhaus
manifesto and visualize its ideas.
It emerged to become an icon of
modernism whose architecture
reflects the Bauhaus principle of
“art and technology – a new unity”. Gropius chose to build using
such modern materials as glass
and reinforced concrete, which
with their transparency, openness and lightness created complex spatial and functional relationships. As such the “built curriculum” mirrors the ideas of
Bauhaus teaching, including
flowing from a workshop wing via
the preliminary course room to
the festive area, which joins the
stage and canteen. Aside from
the radical new concepts underlying the building’s architecture,
the facility became important for
its innovative approach to art, design and architecture in the 20th
century. The Bauhaus Building is
a UNESCO World Heritage site
and home to the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation.

The Bauhaus masters lived with
their families in the vicinity of the
Bauhaus Building in the Masters’
House Settlement. Walter Gropius designed the three identical,
semi-detached houses and a
detached house for the director
at the time he drafted the Bauhaus Building. After the completion of the houses, the ensemble
swiftly emerged as the epitome
of the 20th-century artists’ colony and, thanks to its clear formal
language, retains an avant-garde feel even today. The white
plastered, horizontal cubes continue to form an attractive contrast to the dark vertical lines of
the nearby pine trees. The Masters’ Houses were added to the
UNESCO World Heritage list in
1996 as a prime example of
modern living. Artists from
around the world have been invited to live and work in the
Masters’ Houses as part of the
Bauhaus Residency Programme
since 2016.
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Academic Partners
Bauhausuniversität Weimar
Camberwell College of Arts,
University of the Arts London
China Academy of Art, Hangzhou
China Design Museum, Hangzhou
Crawford College of Art and D
 esign,
Cork Institute of Technology
Codart Rotterdam
DIE ETAGE – Schule für darstellende und Bildende Künste e.V.
DOCH School of Dance and Circus,
Stockholm University of the Arts
Hochschule Anhalt
Hochschule Hannover
Hochschule für Gestaltung und
Buchkunst Leipzig
Hochschule für Schauspielkunst
„Ernst Busch“
Humboldt-Universität Berlin
Institute of Design, Illinois
Institute of Design
Kuwasawa Design School
Palucca Hochschule für Tanz Dresden
Technische Universität Dresden
weißensee kunsthochschule Berlin
Partners
Anhaltisches Theater Dessau
Arte Deutschland
Atemzug e.V.
BAG Spiel & Theater
Europäisches Zentrum der Künste
Hellerau
Filmtank
Interactive Media Foundation
Hedwig Dances
Landesmusikrat Sachsen-Anhalt
Museum August Kestner H
 annover
Musikschule Kurt Weill
Nico and the Navigators
Stadt Dessau-Roßlau
Theater ANU
tristan Production | Event Dresden
Werkleitz Gesellschaft e.V.
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Donors

Designshop
im Bauhaus

Karl-Heinz Heise
Stiftung

The Bauhaus Dessau Foundation is
a non-profit foundation under public
law. It is institutionally funded by the
German Federal Commissioner
for Culture and the Media, the State
of Saxony-Anhalt, and the City
of Dessau-Roßlau. The Festival
S t a g e To t a l is generously funded
by:

Tickets
Advance ticket sale:
www.bauhaus-dessau.de
+ Visitors Service in
the Bauhaus Building
+ www.eventim.de
[ Verrat der Bilder, Nico
and the Navigators ]

Accessibility

Imprint

Picture credits

The Bauhaus Museum
offers barrier-free access.

Bauhaus Dessau
Foundation
Claudia Perren
Director and CEO
Gropiusallee 38
06846 Dessau-Roßlau

U 2)
Ein kybernetischer Zirkus,
Bauhaus Festival 2016,
Regie: Ahlers / Patschovsky, Bauhaus Building,
1.9.2016 / Bauhaus Dessau Foundation / © (Walter
Gropius) VG Bild-Kunst
Bonn, 2019 / Photo:
Yvonne Tenschert

Given the age and listed
status of the Bauhaus
Building and Masters’
Houses, barrier-free access cannot be provided
Tickets Bauhaus Festival: at these locations. People
EUR 5, each evening
with limited mobility can
Tickets available at
use the ground-level enthe box office
trance at the rear of the
Bauhaus building leading
Remaining tickets at
to the original freight elevator. A wheelchair is
festival center or at the
available. The Visitors
box office.
Service will be happy to
help you: +49 340 6508
251.
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20 – 24 March
Festival School
_Fundamental_
31 May – 2 June
Festival Architecture
!Radical!
11 – 15 Sept
Festival Stage
{Total}
#stagetotal
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